PRODUCT COMBINATIONS

Combine two technical pavements of different features,
with the same aesthetic and obtain a continuous and perfect installation.

In order to enjoy a global experience under your feet
we must maintain a correct union between your slats
and we will obtain a continuous and perfect installation.
CONTINUUM by FLINT + FLINT HI-FLOOR are two technical
floorings of different features that maintain the same aesthetic.
In any of its spaces and according to your needs you can combine
CONTINUUM by FLINT and FLINT HI-FLOOR and the result of
total visual continuity of the pavement will surprise you.
Either, in areas with 100% Waterproof or high wear needs, such as
kitchens, bathrooms, hotels, shops, public spaces ..., we will apply
FLINT HI-FLOOR and in adjoining areas and spaces without water
protection needs, we can use CONTINUUM BY FLINT, always
with the same aesthetic and without the transitions being
appreciated.

Toda la información sobre la correcta unión entre lamas

COMBINED FACILITIES

Clipping of the CONTINUUM by FLINT slats and FLINT HI-FLOOR slats in the
transition zones between materials.

1. Before Clipping
Before joining CONTINUUM, in the
transition zone where the first row of
CONTINUUM by FLINT slats is joined with
the first row of FLINT HI-FLOOR slats, it is
mandatory to glue the slats on the side
using the polyurethane adhesive Ref.
089004.000600, which will be supplied and
billed in combined orders FLINT HI-FLOOR
+ CONTINUUM by FLINT. In the rest of the
installation the slats should not be glued, it is
obligatory only in the first row of transition
between both pavements.
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IMPORTANT:
The polyurethane glue applied to the FLINT
and CONTINUUM slats in the transition
zone of both materials must be allowed to
dry completely. If there is too much glue in
the joints, it can be easily removed with a
squeegee once it has fully set..
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UNDERLAY LEVELER Ref. 088005.20002
PRIMARY UNDERLAY Ref. 088004.10002

2. Clipping
To achieve a correct clipping, it must be
positioned at about 20º to 30º
inclination and join the CONTINUUM by
FLINT to the FLINT HI-FLOOR blade.
Subsequently make a slight tension
between the slats and lower to achieve
the desired clipping.

It is important to keep in mind that both
pavements are of different hardness.

20-30º

UNDERLAY LEVELER Ref. 088005.20002

To achieve easy clipping, the male
(Continuum) must fit perfectly into the
female (Flint) before applying tension.
Fitting the male inside the female can
unduly damage the CONTINUUM by
FLINT blade as it is a softer material than
FLINT HI-FLOOR.

PRIMARY UNDERLAY Ref. 088004.10002

UNDERLAY LEVELER Ref. 088005.20002
PRIMARY UNDERLAY Ref. 088004.10002

3. Total continuity
To achieve a total visual continuity of the two surfaces, we recommend a layout of the slats in which the union between
them is executed on the long side. In this way the fixing using the clipping between slats is priceless.

5,4 mm

7,5 mm

UNDERLAY LEVELER Ref. 088005.20002

2 mm

PRIMARY UNDERLAY Ref. 088004.10002

2 mm

COMBINED FACILITIES

FLINT HI-FLOOR AND CONTINUUM by FLINT pavements allow combined installations, in which the two surfaces are joined to achieve
a total visual continuity of the pavement.
Depending on the needs of the space we can apply in a FLINT HI-FLOOR area and in another area adjacent to it, CONTINUUM by
FLINT, making the transition between the two products is negligible.
FLINT HI-FLOOR is 100% Water-proof offers maximum water tightness, which allows installation in wet areas or requiring intensive
cleaning such as bathrooms, kitchens, wellness areas, gyms, ...
This typology of spaces usually has contiguous spaces where 100% protection against water is not necessary, such as dining
rooms, living rooms, bedrooms, auxiliary rooms, ..., spaces in which CONTINUUM by FLINT offers the same surface resistance in
front of to the desgate. Two technical pavements of different features, with the same aesthetic, for a continuous and perfect
installation.
It is mandatory to use the Primary Underlay
both in the area to be installed FLINT HIFLOOR and in the CONTINUUM by FLINT
zone. Start the installation by the area where
you will install FLINT HI-FLOOR, using the
Leveling Underlay Ref. 088005.20002 on the
Primary Underlay Ref. 088004.10002, which
UNDERLAY LEVELER
will allow you to save the difference in
thickness of both pavements.
PRIMARY UNDERLAY

Then follow the general installation instructions
supplied with the product.

Finish the entire installation area FLINT HIFLOOR and from the final slats that define the
border between the two zones, start the
installation of CONTINUUM by FLINT.
The CONTINUUM by FLINT slats are fixed to
the FLINT HI-FLOOR slats with ease by
having the same manual clipping system.
Complete the rest of the installation of the
CONTINUUM by FLINT area following the
general instructions supplied with the
product.

PRIMARY UNDERLAY

Union with clipping

Union with expansion joint

To achieve a total visual continuity of the two surfaces, we
recommend a layout of the slats in which the union between
them is executed on the long side. In this way the fixing using
the clipping between slats will be invaluable.

If instead opts for an installation where the joint between slats is
executed on the short side, you should leave a small expansion
joint that we will cover later with the transition joint FLINT, which
is available in the same finishes as the pavement. integrates
visually.

10 mm of space between slats

PRIMARY UNDERLAY

UNDERLAY LEVELER

HI-FLOOR

CONTINUUM

UNDERLAY LEVELER

PRIMARY UNDERLAY

TRANSITION BOARD
5,4 mm

7,5 mm

UNDERLAY LEVELER
PRIMARY UNDERLAY

5,4 mm

7,5 mm

2 mm
2 mm

UNDERLAY LEVELER
PRIMARY UNDERLAY

You can consult the complete manual that is delivered with the orders of combined facilities in our section of / downloads web.

2 mm
2 mm

